Table Photo Booths
Introducing the Table Selfie™ Touch
The new Table Selfie™, designed, manufactured exclusively in the UK is the latest
must have gadget table decoration for any occasion!
The Table Selfie™ can be positioned in the centre of the guest tables to generate
instant group selfie photos. Guests can spin the Table Selfie™ 360 degrees to capture
the perfect selfie from any angle. Photos can then be saved, shared online, or printed
onto customised 6×4″ instant prints.

The sleek turntable camera sits at the centre of a table, and guests can connect to the
device via their mobile phones. There is space in the middle of the Table Selfie to add
other decorations (such as flowers, candles etc)
Spin the Table Selfie to your direction, then trigger the shutter on the in built camera via
your mobile device. Once your photo is taken, save the photo, discard the photo, or print
the photo locally!
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South West Bride
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Boho Weddings
Want That Wedding
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BLoved Bridal
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How does the Table Selfie™ work?
The Table Selfie is perfect for any sit down occasion, from weddings to corporate functions, to
awards ceremonies. A collection of Table Selfies are placed on multiple tables and connect to a
single shared printing station. Each Table Selfie has a central space to allow hosts to incorporate and
add their own centrepieces and decorations.
Guests sitting around a table can manually spin the Table Selfie™ around to face their direction, tap
the screen to trigger the 3-second countdown and SNAP! They then have the option to save a digital
copy to their mobile phone or send to the printing station to collect your instant 6×4″ print. What’s
more – the photos can be branded with a custom border to add a unique personalised touch to your
photo!
All photos captured from the Table Selfie™ at a single occasion are stored and can be imported onto
a USB so the event host has digital copies of every photo.

✓

Add a center piece in the middle of Table Selfie

✓

No attendance required

✓

Instant prints or social media uploads

✓

Built in LEDs to illuminate pictures

✓

Works single or in multiple numbers

✓

Photos can be branded with templates & messages

Dimensions: 49cm(H) x 40cm(W) 40cm (D)
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Table Selfie™ FAQs
+ What are the dimensions of the Table Selfie™?
The Table Selfie™ dimensions are: 36cm(H) x 40cm(W) 40cm (D)
+ Where is the Table Selfie™ camera located?
The Table Selfie™ has a built in camera at the top of the neck. It boasts 8 megapixels and an LED illumination light
+ How many Table Selfies do you need?
This will vary based on the occasion and size of your event. There is no minimum or maximum number of tables that
you can have.
+ How does the Table Selfie™ print photos?
The Table Selfie™ (single or multiple) needs to be linked to a printer running Photobooths software.
+ Can you brand the Table Selfie™?
You can customise the Table Selfie™ for every occasion with our great value Table Selfie™ PVC Skin Sashes
+ What events are suitable for the Table Selfie™?
The Table Selfie is a versatile product, with great options for personalisation, which makes it easy to adapt to any
event. From wedding breakfasts or evening receptions to corporate hospitality events or other celebrations.
+ Do you have to use circular tables for the Table Selfie™?
The Table Selfie™ is suitable for use on any round, circle, square, or hexagonal table.

+ Can the Table Selfie™ be used for standing tables?
Absolutely! Cocktail tables and tall bar tables are also great for having the Table Selfie for social events.
+ How long will the Table Selfie™ Last for at an event?
Depending on the usage and how popular the event is the Table Selfie™ can last up to 7 hours, however with very
heavy usage the time may be reduced (they are designed for the Main Meal which is usually ~4 hours).

Package 1

Package 2

Package 3

1 x Single Showcase Unit

10 x Complete Units
Printing station console

10 x Complete Units
Printing station console
Citizen photo printer

Includes:
1 x Table Selfie
1 x Battery ( + Battery Charger)

Printing option removed

£599+VAT

Includes:
10 x Table Selfies
10 x Batteries (with chargers)
1 x Server
Printing station
(excludes printer)

Includes:
10 x Table Selfies
10 x Batteries (with chargers)
1 x Server
Printing station
Citizen printer

Printing option enabled

Printing option enabled

£5500+VAT

£6549+VAT

Additional charges may apply for shipping outside the UK. Contact us to provide you a quote.
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